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Exploring bespoke and 

custom built lifts
Recent bespoke solutions at prestigious sites

www.stannahlifts.co.uk



Major projects & bespoke lifts

We are team players, working with architects, consultants and main contractors

Designed with accessibility, style, functionality and security in mind

We can also take on the role of main contractor ourselves

We take on out-of-the-ordinary and special projects that involve so much more than the supply of lifts

We love a challenge!
We take on out-of-the-ordinary and special projects that involve 
so much more than the supply of lifts. From preparing tenders to 
surveying sites and designing bespoke solutions for special 
situations our team relish the challenge of a major project and 
are proud of their work on many prestigious sites across the UK.

Take a look at just some of the interesting projects we’ve been 
involved in.



Project overview/challenge
 
Suffolk St James’s refurbishment delivered an inclusive 

office-space design with a unique set of facilities, which 

Stannah complimented by delivering duplex bespoke 

passenger lifts with full-depth architraves and bronze 

stainless-steel finishes. 

Stannah worked collaboratively with the client, OEM and 

vendors to supply the bespoke energy-saving lift 
installation that was specified for this project. 

Bespoke lift solution

Lester 1.6m/s lift controller solution

Dewhurst pushes

Selcom doors and operator

Windrest autodialler unit

Suffolk St James’s, London

Lift mechanical package

“This was one of our first CTV mechanical solution, with Lester controller, and 
we very much look forward to successful partnerships with these OEMs and 
vendors to create specially designed lifts again.”
Graham Mears, General Manager, Stannah Passenger Lifts



Project overview/challenge 

As part of a £130 million investment to support a 

burgeoning tide of passengers, Stannah’s Major Projects 

division fast-tracked an extensive lift refurbishment 

program culminating in an illuminated bespoke passenger 
duplex on the station roofline.

Bespoke lift solution

“Whilst flexing operations around a hectic train timetable, we’ve successfully increased 

the people-moving capacity of this main line station by offering a comprehensive 

relocation, refurbishment, renewal, bridging and bespoke lift solution. Even when faced 

with a drastic reduced deadline we worked flat out, day and night, to deliver on time and 

budget. Of course, the floodlit rooftop duplex blazons both Stannah’s capability and 

Edinburgh Waverley’s emergence as a 21st-century rail hub.”
Jerry Sutton, Stannah Project Manager for Edinburgh Waverley

Key feature is its show-stopping, bespoke Italian light system, particularly
after dark

Network rail specified semi-scenic, hydraulic passenger lift to 

replace existing 33-person hydraulic lift

Edinburgh's Waverly Station



SavoyStrand - a 1930s office block in 

Central London

Project overview/challenge 

We played a major part in a complex refurbishment of a 

prominently located six-storey Art Deco building on the 

Strand constructed in the late 19th century, formerly known 

as Norman House. The renamed SavoyStrand transformation 

was completed by the Duchy of Lancaster. Working with the 

main contractor over a period of 8 months on 2 x passenger 

lifts to ensure their design reflected the architectural 
character and heritage of the original building.

Bespoke lift solution

”The completed office accommodation is of an exceptionally high quality and 

incorporates extensive efficiency improvements such as ambient low-energy 

lighting systems, ‘clean air’ ventilation systems and touch-free access to lifts and 

floors.“
The Duchy of Lancaster, Duchy Head of Urban Adrian Bayliss

Dewhurst pushes

Selcom Hydra doors

Full depth landing architraves

Thames Valley controller

Destination control

QR codes for access

Bespoke car finishes

Shaft steels



Hippodrome Casino, London

Project overview/challenge 

As part of the restoration of this Grade II listed iconic London 

landmark, we rose to the challenge of moving customers, staff 

and goods stylishly and efficiently around its arcades without 

compromising its English Heritage status. 

Bespoke goods lift as part of 14 lift restoration

“This was a
challenging retro-fit
project to a tight
deadline in the run-up
to the London
Olympics and Stannah
really rose to the
challenge. In
particular, finding a
solution to restoring
our caged lift with a
totally glass lift car,
with no visible
workings in the shaft,
was a triumph. All the
lifts blend within their
surroundings and
perform the essential
job of moving people
and goods seamlessly

about our building.
Having a single lift
supplier for all
fourteen lifts made
logistic and economic
sense. It was an
excellent decision.”
Hippodrome Casino

spokesperson

Back-of-house assistance

5-person, 357kg hydraulic scenic bespoke lift

Modern, all-glass lift car with no lift workings showing within the shaft

Direct-acting hydraulics using a telescopic ram to facilitate a reduced overall length to 

the piston that goes through the basement and into a small borehole (1470mm deep)



Project overview/challenge
 
In 2012 a brand new elevated taxi rank, created above Platform 12, 

opened for business. Stannah played a crucial role in the new facilities 

supplying and installing escalators and lifts for essential access to the 
main concourse and platforms on the lower level.

Bespoke lift solution

“It truly was a great team effort that allowed us to overcome the 

challenges which we went through over the last few months of this 

project and without everyone being dedicated and determined to 

achieve this goal, we wouldn’t have made it. Over the final few 

weeks it was clearly noticeable on site – the momentum was building 

up and determination to deliver on time was evident. Well done 

everyone.” 
Andy Swift, Project Manager, Paddington Integrated Project C272 for Carillion

Duplex 16-person/1200kg, 2-stop, hydraulic, bespoke passenger lift finished to industry 

specifications

In-car speech synthesisers provide lift travel information at each landing

Both lifts fixed with electronic 3D safety edges to all car doors, alarm push buttons 

and two-way communication systems in the cars and at each landing

Paddington Station



Project overview/challenge
 
Stannah are happy to work with architects on residential 

projects and end clients who are redeveloping their 

private residences. 61 Avenue Road, is a 7 bedroom home 

in London. The site is located in the St John’s Wood area of 

London. The home was transformed into an elegant,  

forever home which Stannah complimented by delivering 

a bespoke passenger lift with bronze stainless steel finishes, 
that met our clients’ design preferences.

Bespoke lift solution

”It’s a real delight to assist architects with a reputation for delivering high-end 

residential design projects for private clients.  We have many years experience 

in lift design for luxury private home owners seeking the convenience of a lift in 

a way that is sympathetic to their interior design and performance vision.“
Graham Mears, General Manager, Stannah Passenger Lifts

Rimex hairline bronze stainless steel

Bevelled antique mirror

Amourcoat Perlata polished plaster panels to flanks

Recessed handrail powder coated to match Rimex with 
discrete lighting (note not EN81-70 compliant)

Suspended matt white ceiling tray incorporating discrete 
perimeter LED lighting with emergency module

61 Avenue Road, London

Custom car and landing finishes
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Laser House

Project overview/challenge 

Stannah were chosen to assist John Graham Construction in a 

redevelopment building project of Laser House, a former printing press and 

gin distillery due to our experience of working with Local Authorities as a 

preferred supplier. Located near the Barbican, the refurbishment created 

workspace for more than 850 people behind the retained façade, including 

5,00sqft dedicated to small businesses. 2 new passenger lifts with full height 

champagne stainless steel architraves provide access from one floor to 
another in this flexible commercial unit.

Bespoke lift solution

Both lifts with Rimex M1A granex champagne stainless steel landing and car doors, architraves and 
headers

Landing push buttons, also finished in champagne stainless steel sit behind the wall covering and the 

push has an extended neck to allow only the button to be seen. Buttons are over injected with Braille

“This development 

will provide essential 

space to the 

increasing number 

of businesses based 

in the borough and 

we have the best 

team in place to 

take this project 

through to 

completion when 

we start on site later 

this year.“
Jacob Loftus, Graham 

Construction 



Like to discuss your next project?

contact@stannah.co.uk 

www.stannahlifts.co.uk
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mailto:contact@stannah.co.uk?subject=Lift%20enquiry%20(bespoke%20brochure)
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